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XProtect Express
Affordable surveillance with video integration

XProtect Express is affordable video surveillance software for small businesses that need to integrate 
video into their existing surveillance and security operations. With support for integration capabilities, 
businesses can create a surveillance solution with custom functionality by adding applications such as 
video analytics and access control, making XProtect Express ideal for customers that need more than 
just a surveillance system. The automatic configuration wizard removes time delays and challenges 
during initial deployment making it easier than ever to set up.

     Increase functionality 
Integrate add-on products and third-
party solutions, including access 
control, video analytics and building 
management systems to create one 
comprehensive surveillance solution 
with increased functionality and one 
common interface.

     Access anywhere 
XProtect Express is compatible with 
all three XProtect clients, giving users 
access to their video surveillance 
system from anywhere at any time.

     

    Situational awareness 
With simple and efficient video 
search tools and multiple export 
options, users can quickly gather and 
share evidence when needed.

Restaurants
XProtect software can be used to protect guests and keep track of employees handling cash. Managers can   
remotely assist employees and help solve issues by accessing XProtect surveillance using a smartphone or tablet.

For more information visit www.milestonesys.com
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What's new in 2014

One-layer interactive map
XProtect Smart Client users get a graphical overview of 
the entire installation providing visual assistance to 
identify and navigate through different cameras and 
views. Users of all skill levels can easily locate and process 
video recordings using the intuitive map feature.
 
Update notifications
Users are automatically notified about new software 
versions, ensuring they are always aware of the latest 
product updates, capabilities and bug fixes.

Easy to deploy
All XProtect Professional VMS Products use the same 
installer, which simplifies the deployment process.

Simple upgrade
New licensing flow significantly reduces steps and 
time involved when upgrading to a more advanced 
Milestone solution and when updating the VMS to the 
latest version available. 

Support for generic events
Enables easy and fast integration of third-party 
applications and systems via a simple message-based 
socket communications interface.

Automatic motion detection adjustment 
Adjusts the sensitivity level to optimize motion detection 
for background noise levels in the  video stream. 

Did you know?
Some of our many retail customers use 

XProtect for inventory management by 

combining electronic label scanning with 

the software to easily see if products are 

in the warehouse or on store shelves. 

Product highlights 
▶ Supports all XProtect clients  ▶ Pan-tilt-zoom control

▶ One-layer interactive map ▶ Included one-year SUP

▶ System alarms ▶ Automatic configuration   

▶ Privacy masking      wizards

▶ Smart Search video search tool ▶ Multiple video export formats

▶ Third-party application ▶ Built-in motion detection

     integration (MIP SDK) ▶ Support for XProtect Retail
 
  

Product facts

Number of cameras 48

Maximum number of users 5

Milestone Interconnect Supported

Milestone Customer Dashboard Supported

For more information visit www.milestonesys.com


